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[1] There is a renewed interest in the study of the rheology of halite since salt cavities are
considered for waste repositories or energy storage. This research benefits from the
development of observation techniques at the microscale, which allow precise
characterizations of microstructures, deformation mechanisms, and strain fields. These
techniques are applied to uniaxial compression tests on synthetic halite done with a
classical press and with a specific rig implemented in a scanning electron microscope.
Digital images of the surface of the sample have been recorded at several loading stages.
Surface markers allow the measurement of displacements by means of digital image
correlation techniques. Global and local strain fields may then be computed using ad hoc
data processing. Analysis of these results provides a measure of strain heterogeneity at
various scales, an estimate of the size of the representative volume element, and most
importantly an identification of the deformation mechanisms, namely crystal slip plasticity
and grain boundary sliding, which are shown to be in a complex local interaction. Indeed,
the applied macroscopic loading gives rise locally to complex stress states owing to relative
crystallographic orientations, density and orientation of interfaces, and local deformation
history. We have quantitatively estimated the relative importance of crystal slip plasticity
and grain boundary sliding for different microstructures and evidenced their dependence on
grain size. The two mechanisms of deformation and their link to the microstructure should
thus be considered when modeling polycrystalline viscoplasticity.

Citation: Bourcier, M., M. Bornert, A. Dimanov, E. Héripré, and J. L. Raphanel (2013), Multiscale experimental

investigation of crystal plasticity and grain boundary sliding in synthetic halite using digital image correlation,

J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 118, 511–526, doi:10.1002/jgrb.50065.

1. Introduction

[2] The mechanical properties of halite have been exten-
sively studied over several decades, because halite is a rock
forming mineral with geotechnical and industrial applica-
tions. Geological storage of liquid and gaseous hydrocar-
bons in deep caverns is a worldwide current situation
[Carter and Hansen, 1983; Bérest et al., 2005], and the po-
tential for geological storage of nuclear wastes in deep salt
mines is strongly envisaged by some countries, for instance
Germany or the United States. These studies, mostly based
on macroscopic mechanical testing, aim at the characteriza-
tion of the macroscopic behavior of halite and the derivation

of phenomenological constitutive relations (see for instance,
Senseny et al. [1992]; Langer [1984]).
[3] More recently, in the frame of the compressed air energy

storage projects [Crotogino et al., 2001], salt caverns have
been considered for the storage of “green energy” in the form
of compressed air. The specifics of these new projects, namely
low overall stress levels, cyclic loading with short characteris-
tic times, temperature and humidity fluctuations, have pointed
out the limits of a purely phenomenological approach, and
motivated micromechanical investigations for which the
experimental identification of the physical mechanisms
associated with the deformation of the material is the founda-
tion of the modeling effort.
[4] Despite the fact that recent investigations of natural

rock salts [Schléder et al., 2007; Desbois et al., 2010] pro-
vide significant insights on the active deformation mechan-
isms in natural conditions, the natural material is however
not well suited for our experiments, which require small
samples, a good reproducibility, controlled composition,
and microstructure, i.e., grain size distribution, porosity,
water content. Consequently, in our study, as in many other
laboratory investigations, synthesized halite has been used.
This may be done at a relatively low cost, starting with pure
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NaCl powder and using thermomechanical treatments tuned
to provide the desired final microstructure.
[5] Unlike most rock forming minerals, halite has a visco-

plastic behavior with measurable characteristic strain rates at
fairly low deviatoric stresses even at room temperature. It is
therefore a very convenient mineral and rock analogue for the
experimental investigation of single crystal and polycrystal
rheology. Moreover, being a very soluble mineral, in addition
to the classical crystal plasticity (intracrystalline slip and/or
dislocation creep), it allows to investigate solution-precipitation
mediated creep [de Meer et al., 2002; Skvortsova, 2003], which
is a very active mechanism in natural environments, in the
presence of fluids and at low temperatures and stresses, like in
diagenetic settings.
[6] For these reasons, halite has also been a material of

choice over several decades for the purpose of academic inves-
tigations. For example, experimentally deformed halite has
been used to test analytical scale transition models, designed
to predict the effective overall polycrystalline behavior from
the single crystal’s plastic deformation mechanisms, taking
into account texture evolutions and dynamic recrystallization
[Wenk et al., 1989; Lebensohn et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2005;
Wenk et al., 2009]. The understanding of pressure-solution
creep in itself, and its contribution to the whole rheology as
a possible accommodation mechanism, has been greatly im-
proved thanks to experimental studies of halite compaction,
creep and recrystallization [Urai et al., 1986, 1987; Peach
and Spiers, 1996; Hickman and Evans, 1995; Spiers and
Schutjens, 1999; Martin et al., 1996; Ter Heege et al., 2005;
Schenk et al., 2006; Watanabe, 2010].
[7] Synthetic halite can similarly be considered in the

present study as an analogue material for the general
investigation of the viscoplastic behavior of polycrystals
exhibiting several concurrent or competing deformation
mechanisms. We more specifically focus the investigation
on the dependence of the relative activation of these
mechanisms with microstructure and especially grain size.
To do so, we apply innovative micromechanical experimen-
tal investigations to identify the different micromechanisms
activated during plastic deformation under uniaxial
conditions and to understand their interactions. Conven-
tional uniaxial compression tests, combined with optical
observation, as well as tests with a specific loading device
fitted inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) have
been run. This combination of techniques allows direct sur-
face observation over a wide range of scales, going from the
single crystal (or grain) to the multicrystal (or aggregate
with a few dozens of grains) and the polycrystal (hundreds
or thousands of grains). In all experiments, optical or
electron digital images have been recorded at several
consecutive loading stages and compared by digital image
correlation (DIC) to compute the full heterogeneous strain
fields at these different scales of observation. This procedure
provides a direct qualitative visualization of the active micro-
mechanisms, but also, thanks to a specific postprocessing pro-
cedure, a quantification of their respective contributions to the
overall strain.
[8] Elaboration routes to synthetize halite with various

controlled microstructures are presented in the next section.
Micromechanical experimental methods are then described
in section 3, with a special emphasis on the definition and
computation of strains at various scales. Section 4 is devoted

to a systematic but mostly qualitative comparison of the
deformation modes of three halite samples with different
microstructures, observed at various scales. The discussion
in section 5 will lead to the proposition and the first applica-
tion of a new procedure to quantitatively compare the
relative contributions of crystal slip plasticity (CSP) and
grain boundary sliding (GBS) to the overall deformation.

2. Sample Preparation

[9] To obtain a controlled composition and microstructure,
we use as raw material a commercial NaCl powder of labora-
tory purity (Normapur reagent grade 99.9% pure, Prolabo).
The variability of the synthetic samples will thus be very low
compared to natural samples, which is particularly important
when testing small samples. The grain size and grain size
distribution are the microstructural parameters that we wish
to control through the thermomechanical processes of elabora-
tion because they have been shown to be very important in
determining the dominant deformation mechanisms and the
heterogeneity of the strain fields [Dimanov et al., 2003]. We
have therefore chosen to prepare three kinds of materials,
characterized by large grains, fine grains, and a bimodal distri-
bution of large and small grains.
[10] Samples are obtained by pressing the sodium chloride

powder for 48 h under an axial load of 100MPa in a steel
cylinder mounted on a hydromechanical press (MTS sys-
tem). The compacted material is then hot-pressed for one
week at 150�C at same axial load. The whole piston-cylinder
device is externally heated in an oven adapted to the press.
The typical core-sample dimensions after hot-pressing are
about 11 cm in height and 8 cm in diameter. This material
(that will be further referred to as “hot-pressed”) has good
cohesion and low porosity (estimated between 1 to 3% in
volume, by Archimedes weighing in petrol). However, the
grain size distribution is widespread and ranges from 80 to
400 mm (Figure 1a).
[11] Some core-samples are subsequently annealed at

atmospheric pressure, for 48 h in an oven at 750�C, which
results in larger average grain sizes, ranging from 250 to
500 mm (Figure 1b) and a narrow grain size distribution.
The annealed material will be called “coarse-grained” in
the following. Its grains have polygonal shapes, mostly
equiaxed, with rather straight grain boundaries. Their poros-
ity is less than 3% in volume.
[12] A third microstructure is obtained by adding an initial

stage of crushing and ball milling the NaCl powder, then
performing an extended cold-pressing phase for one week,
followed by hot-pressing but no annealing as for the first mi-
crostructure. To limit crystal growth during hot-pressing, 3%
volume copper particles with a diameter of about 10 mm
have been mixed with the initial NaCl powder [Dresen and
Evans, 2009]. These samples have grain sizes between 30
and 80 mm and will be called “fine-grained” (Figure 1c).
Their porosity is about 1% in volume.
[13] The water content has not been systematically measured.

However, we may assume that the hot-pressing procedure
eliminates most of the water that may have been adsorbed by
the initial powder. All the macroscopic mechanical tests are
realized in similar conditions of ambient humidity, and the
microscopic tests are performed in a SEM under high vacuum.
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[14] Results of standard macroscopic tests, triaxial creep,
and uniaxial compression, on our synthetized materials con-
firm that their global mechanical properties fall in line with
those of common natural halites [Franssen, 1994].

3. Methods

3.1. Macroscopic Tests

[15] The uniaxial compression loading is applied by an elec-
tromechanical press, with 100 kN capacity. The cylindrical
samples (23.55 mm in height and 22.9 mm in diameter) are
directly cored from the hot-pressed material. Tominimize fric-
tional effects, we have placed Teflon layers between the sam-
ple’s ends and the steel platens. Two diametrically opposed
flat surfaces are machined on the cylindrical sample parallel
to its axis, with a width of 15mm. These surfaces are polished
and spray painted with black matte paint for the purpose of op-
tical DIC. An optical system based on a 16Mpixel camera with
a pixel width of 7.4 mm andwith an optical magnification close
to unity records images of the whole observation surface.
Details of the optical setup can be found in Yang et al.
[2010, 2012]. The sample is loaded at a constant displacement
rate of 1 mm�s�1, corresponding to a strain rate of about
4.10� 5 s�1. Digital images are recorded every second.

3.2. In Situ Scanning Electron Microscope Tests

[16] The micromechanical (or “microscopic”) uniaxial
loading tests are performed inside the chamber of a Field
Emission Gun SEM (FEI Quanta 600). The SEM is
equipped with a miniaturized deformation stage developed
in the laboratory, which operates at chosen constant dis-
placement rates. In our case, the samples, about 12mm in
length and with a 6� 6 mm 2 cross-section, are loaded in
compression at 1 mm�s � 1, corresponding to a strain rate of
about 8.10� 5s� 1. The sample’s surfaces are metallized with
a thin gold film to avoid surface charging during secondary
electron imaging in high vacuum mode. High definition pic-
tures (4096� 3775 pixels) with a sufficiently low noise level
are recorded with a dwell time of about 20 ms, leading to a
total recording time of about 350 s per image, during which
the loading is stopped.

3.3. Digital Image Correlation

[17] Digital image correlation is an experimental method
based on the comparative processing of digital images,
which are the successive representations of the states of

evolution of a given experimental process. It aims at extract-
ing quantitative information about this evolution on the basis
of the changes detected from one image to another. In a
general sense, DIC may be applied to any kind of imaging
technology. It has originally been developed for macro-
scopic optical observations [Sutton et al., 1983] and a large
number of applications can be found in literature in this
context. Extensions to other two-dimensional (2D) imaging
techniques, including optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy and atomic force microscopy, as well as to
three-dimensional imaging techniques such as X-rays
computed tomography and microtomography, have been
proposed during recent years [Sutton et al., 2009; Bornert
et al., 2011]. The combination of DIC with optical micros-
copy (OM) or SEM turns out to be a particularly efficient
tool for the micromechanical investigation of the mechanical
behavior of a wide range of man-made or natural materials.
Strain fields can be measured at the scale of their heteroge-
neous microstructure, to not only identify local deformation
and damage mechanisms acting at microscale, but also quan-
tify their interactions over large domains representative of
their heterogeneity. Recent applications address the behavior
of ductile metals [Doumalin and Bornert, 2000; Doumalin
et al., 2003; Tatschl and Kolednik, 2003; Héripré et al.,
2007; Gérard et al., 2009] as well as of geomaterials, like
argillaceous rocks [Bornert et al., 2010; Hedan et al., 2012]
or brittle carbonates [Dautriat et al., 2011].
[18] In the present case, both OM and SEM are used to in-

vestigate the multiscale nature of the local strain in halite, over
an unprecedented wide range of scales. Indeed optical obser-
vations allow capturing the heterogeneity of the strain field
on the above described macroscopic samples at scales ranging
from the centimetric sample’s size down to about 100 mm,
while the complementary SEM investigations on the parallele-
pipedic samples cover scales ranging from a few millimeters
to a few micrometers. The digital image processing is carried
out with the in-house software CMV developed in LMS and
Navier laboratories, which has demonstrated its versatility
for a wide range of applications.
[19] The DIC technique aims at measuring a displacement

field by the comparison of a reference image of the unde-
formed sample with images recorded after each deformation
increment. The principle of the method [Sutton et al., 2009;
Bornert et al., 2011] is to locate in the “deformed” images
the “correlation windows” representing local areas of the sam-
ple (a few pixels in width), initially defined in the “reference”

Figure 1. Different microstructures: (a) hot pressed, (b) coarse-grained, (c) fine-grained.
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image, with the assumption that the gray levels distribution in
these windows is preserved during the transformation associ-
ated with the deformation. This procedure is automated and
based on the optimization of a correlation criterion, which
measures the similarity of the correlation windows in the two
images, with respect to the parameters characterizing the trans-
formation. Once this operation is performed for a large number
of correlation windows regularly distributed over a region of
interest (ROI), the obtained discrete displacement field permits
the computation of a strain field by means of appropriate dif-
ferentiation procedures. In the present case, the principles
described by Allais et al. [1994] are used to compute the in-
plane components of the deformation gradient F relative to
various gage lengths, from which various strain components
can be derived, as described more precisely in section 3.5.

3.4. Surface Markers

[20] The application of DIC principles requires the exis-
tence of a sufficiently pronounced local contrast in the images
at the scale of the correlation windows. Therefore, correlation
windows cannot be smaller than a typical size of the marker,
which creates the local contrast [Bornert et al., 2009]. On
the other hand, this typical size needs to be sufficiently large
to be resolved by the imaging technique. The polished sur-
faces of our synthetic halite samples do not present enough
natural contrast to allow fine-scale image correlation. In such
a case, one resorts to the deposition of appropriate surface
markers and several techniques are available according to
the sample size and the scale of interest.
[21] For the macroscopic tests performed under optical ob-

servation, one classically sprays matte black paint droplets
(< 100 mm) [Dautriat et al., 2011] on the sample’s surface
(Figure 2a). For the microscopic tests performed in the SEM,
aimed at the observation of local mechanisms of plasticity
active at scales smaller than grain size, the size of the markers
has to be significantly smaller than the size of the grains. In our
case, marker sizes in the 1 to 10 mm range are expected. For
metals, a standard fine-marking technique is based on electron
beam microlithography, which uses a lithographic technique
to print a periodic grid on the surface of the sample [Allais
et al., 1994; Héripré et al., 2007].
[22] For the material under consideration, a new method

has been developed to mark the surface at the micrometer
scale, which turns out to be more efficient than lithography.
We start by depositing a very thin gold film (thickness of

about 30 nm) using a standard evaporator for surface metal-
lization. Then, the metallized samples are annealed at 450�C
under atmospheric pressure for 24 h. During annealing, the
thin gold film experiences dewetting and micron-sized gold
droplets progressively form at the surface of the sample
(Figure 2b). The microstructures do not evolve, because
the temperature is not high enough to allow significant grain
growth. This marking procedure has several advantages, the
first being its relative simplicity. In addition, it leaves the
sample surface unaltered and provides homogeneously dis-
tributed and extremely fine-scaled markers with a typical
size of the droplets of 1 mm, sufficiently small to investigate
strain fields at micrometric gage lengths yet still larger than
the pixel size of SEM images at the considered magnifica-
tions and image definitions. Another property of this marking
is the random nature of the spatial distribution of the markers
and its higher density of gray level contrast, compared to a
microgrid. This can facilitate the application of digital image
correlation procedures and improve their accuracy.

3.5. Strain Computation

[23] This section is devoted to the definition of the strain
measurement used to characterize the deformation of halite
at various scales and to the description of the practical im-
plementation of these concepts in the DIC software CMV.
More details can be found in Allais et al. [1994]. One starts
with a quick recall of the standard Lagrangian approach of
continuum mechanics [Malvern, 1969; Salençon, 2001]
according to which the mechanical transformation of a body
is characterized by a bijective mapping Φ which relates the
position X of some material particle in a reference or initial
configuration to its position x in the current or deformed one

x ¼ Φ Xð Þ (1)

so that the displacement between current and reference
positions is

u Xð Þ ¼ x� X ¼ Φ Xð Þ � X: (2)

[24] The deformation gradient F is the second-order
tensor given by

F ¼ @x

@X
; (3)

which may also be written as

F ¼ @Φ

@X
or F ¼ @u

@X
þ 1; (4)

Figure 2. Two types of markers: (a) spray painting (optical image) and (b) microdroplets of gold
(SEM micrograph).
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where 1 stands for the second-order identity tensor. It describes
the transport in the neighborhood of X of any infinitesimal
material vector dX according to

dx ¼ F Xð Þ�dX: (5)

[25] A standard appropriate measure of strain, providing
the variations of lengths and angles, is the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor E defined by

E Xð Þ ¼ 1
2

FT �F� 1
� �

; (6)

where superscript “T” denotes the transpose of a tensor.
When the strains and rigid body rotations remain small, typ-
ically a few percents and a few degrees respectively, a line-
arized expression of E may be preferred, which is the usual
“small strain tensor”

« ¼ 1

2
FT þ F
� �

� 1 ¼ 1

2

@u

@X

� �T

þ @u

@X

 !

: (7)

[26] We thus see that these standard definitions of strain
strongly depend on the calculation of the gradient (3). In prac-
tice, its evaluation has to overcome two difficulties. The first
more practical one is related to the fact that the displacement
field u is measured on a discrete set of points so that its deriv-
ative cannot be known exactly and has to be estimated by
some finite difference. In addition, and more fundamentally,
it is noted that the derivative (3) is not well defined as a conse-
quence of the multiscale nature of the transformation, which
induces very strong fluctuations of F(X) with X and a depen-
dence of F(X) with the scale of the infinitesimal material
vector dX used in relation (5). This point will be illustrated
further by our experimental results in section 4.
[27] To circumvent these difficulties, it is proposed to replace

the theoretical derivative (3) by a finite difference with respect
to some specified gage length ΔL. For a one-dimensional func-
tion f, one may then define its derivative relative to this gage
length as

df

dX

� �

ΔL

Xð Þ ¼ f X þ ΔL=2ð Þ � f X � ΔL=2ð Þ
ΔL

: (8)

[28] This quantity can be computed from discrete experi-
mental measurements of f as long as these measurements
are performed on a regularly spaced set of points with a
ΔL spacing. Such a definition of the “ΔL -derivative” of f
coincides clearly with the spatial average over the domain
D(X) = [X+ΔL/2,X +ΔL/2] of the classical gradient

df

dX

� �

ΔL

Xð Þ ¼ f X þ ΔL=2ð Þ � f X � ΔL=2ð Þ
ΔL

¼ 1
ΔL

Z XþΔL=2

X�ΔL=2

df

dX
vð Þdv ¼ <

df

dX
>D Xð Þ; (9)

which can unambiguously be defined and computed.
[29] This “weak” unidimensional definition of derivation

can readily be extended to the tensor quantities needed for
the characterization of surface strains and deduced from
the in-plane components of the displacement field. The
local deformation gradient at point X with respect to some
surface S is defined as the average of the infinitesimal
gradient over the surface S centered on point X, and can
be transformed into a contour integral by application of
Green’s theorem

FS Xð Þ ¼ < F>S Xð Þ ¼
1

S Xð Þj j

Z

@S Xð Þ
Φ vð Þ�n vð Þdlv; (10)

where |S| is the measure of the domain S, @ S its closed con-
tour, and n(v) the outward normal to the contour @ S(X).
[30] In practice, the contour @ S(X) is chosen as a polygo-

nal path whose vertices coincide with measurement points in
the vicinity of the position X where the gradient is evaluated
and the transformation Φ(v) is linearly interpolated between
two neighboring positions. Various contours are defined in
CMV on a regularly spaced grid of displacement measure-
ment points, as illustrated in Figure 3. The corresponding
local strain gage length (referred to as ΔL in the following)
is for convenience defined as the length of the sides of the
obtained squares (e.g., ΔL= 1 grid step for scheme 0 and
ΔL ¼ 2

ffiffiffi

2
p

grid steps for scheme 3). These assumptions
allow replacing the integral (10) by the following discrete
sums [Allais et al., 1994] for each in-plane component of
the deformation gradient FS, relative to the (x,y) directions,
which coincide with the axes of the reference image:

FS
xx ¼ < Fxx>S ¼ 1

2 Sj j
X

N

n¼1

xn Ynþ1 � Yn�1ð Þ

FS
xy ¼ < Fxy>S ¼ 1

2 Sj j
X

N

n¼1

xn Xnþ1 � Xn�1ð Þ

FS
yx ¼ < Fyx>S ¼ 1

2 Sj j
X

N

n¼1

yn Ynþ1 � Yn�1ð Þ

FS
yy ¼ < Fyy>S ¼ 1

2 Sj j
X

N

n¼1

yn Xnþ1 � Xn�1ð Þ

; (11)

where (xn,yn) are the coordinates of the nth contour point in
the deformed configuration, measured by DIC, and (Xn,Yn)

Figure 3. Different integration schemes for local strain computation. Scheme 0 will yield very local
deformation, but with large uncertainty. Scheme 3 deformation will be less local but more accurate.
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the coordinates of the nth point in the initial configuration,
chosen in the reference image (note that in these relations,
for convenience, the (N+ 1)th point coincides with the first
one, and the 0th point with the last one).
[31] The Green-Lagrange strain tensor ES(X) relative

to local surface S is deduced from FS by relation (6) in
which F is substituted by FS. Note however that none
of the components of ES(X) can be evaluated exactly if
the only known components of FS are its in-plane compo-
nents. One may however compute the in-plane components
of the small strain tensor (and these components only)
according to

e
S
xx ¼ FS

xx � 1;
2eSxy ¼ FS

xy þ FS
yx;

e
S
yy ¼ FS

yy � 1:
(12)

[32] Whenever needed, additional hypotheses have to be
made to estimate the three missing components of this ten-
sor. A convenient assumption is that the normal axis to the
observation plane is a principal axis of the deformation and
that there is no out of plane rotation, so that ezx= ezy = 0.
An additional assumption is still needed to evaluate ezz.
Three main choices are open: plane strain, ezz= 0, isochoric
strain ezz=� (exx + eyy), or uniaxial local strain (extension
or contraction) ezz= e2 with (e1,e2) the two in-plane principal
strains, such that |e2| ≤ |e1|. Knowing all six components of
the small strain tensor, it may then be convenient to repre-
sent the deviatoric strain by a scalar such as the equivalent
von Mises strain

eeq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2
3

e
dev : edevð Þ

r

; (13)

where e
dev is the deviatoric part of e. Note that under the

third assumption (uniaxial strain, adopted in the following),
the von Mises strain coincides with

eeq ¼
2
3

e1 � e2j j; (14)

which is also a measure of the deviatoric part of the in-plane
strain tensor, independently of any assumption relative to the
out-of-plane components of the gradient.
[33] These definitions of local deformation gradients

and strain tensors can straightforwardly be extended to
the definition of the corresponding quantities relative to
any surface S. In particular, when S is extended to the
whole ROI and @ S discretized over the measurement
points surrounding it, one gets the average deformation
gradient and strain over this area. This is the way the strains
are computed in section 4 to obtain the overall stress-strain
curves. In addition, if the surface S is sufficiently large to
encompass a whole representative volume element (RVE)
but still small with respect to macroscopic fluctuations of
the strain field, one gets the macroscopic deformation
gradients and strain tensors, as discussed in more detail in
section 4.2. When S coincides with a grain, the average
deformation gradient and strain components over this grain
are obtained. This latter case will be further discussed in
section 5.

3.6. Strain Computation Accuracy

[34] Let us finally briefly comment on the accuracy of the
evaluations (11) of the components of FS. In these relations,
the (Xn,Yn) components are chosen and the only measured
quantities are the (xn,yn) coordinates. If the latter are
obtained by DIC with nonoverlapping correlation windows,
the experimental errors on these components will be inde-
pendent. The standard deviations of the errors on the compo-
nents of FS can then be easily derived from those on the
components (xn,yn), following relations given by Allais
et al. [1994]. Errors on DIC evaluations of displacements
depend on many factors, which cannot be discussed in detail
here. We refer to Wang et al. [2009], Bornert et al. [2009,
2010], Yang et al. [2010], and Dautriat et al. [2011] for var-
ious recent discussions on this question and procedures to
quantitatively evaluate these errors on similar setups. How-
ever, under the assumption that the displacement field can
be described with sufficient accuracy by an affine shape
function at the scale of the correlation windows as done in
the CMV software, the DIC error will decrease when in-
creasing the correlation window size. This assumption is
reasonable for sufficiently small windows. It is thus of inter-
est to choose window sizes that coincide with the grid spac-
ing, so that correlation windows do not overlap but cover the
whole images to take into account the whole information
they carry. This is the practical choice made to obtain most
of the results presented hereafter. In some cases, correlation
window sizes may be smaller than grid spacing, but still
large enough to ensure a sufficient accuracy, that is to say
enough local contrast. In any case, DIC errors tend to be suf-
ficiently small (by more than an order of magnitude) when
compared to the levels of local and global strains computed
from our experiments. For instance, one records a DIC error
of 0.1% at an equivalent strain of 3%. Things are different
for brittle rocks, which break at strain levels notably below
10� 3 and for which specific optimization routines are re-
quired to reduce experimental noise, as described, e.g., by
Dautriat et al. [2011]. In the present case, strain levels reach
several percents, so that DIC accuracy is not really an issue,
except for specific questions that will be discussed in section
5. It should finally be noted that the gage length ΔL relative
to local strain measurements and the size of the correlation
window are two quantities that are chosen separately and
which do coincide only when the derivation scheme 0 is se-
lected (see Figure 3) and with juxtaposed correlation win-
dows. Unless otherwise specified, scheme 2 has been used
in the present study. The choices of gage lengths and corre-
lation window sizes used for the analyses of the various tests
commented in the following section are summarized in
Table 1. The pitch is the number of pixels between two con-
secutive points, hence with scheme 2, the gage length is
twice the pixel size times the pitch.

4. Results

4.1. Multiscale Structure of the Strain Fields Evidenced
on Macroscopic Tests

[35] Macroscopic tests have been made on each of the dif-
ferent materials. Let us first focus on the results of a macro-
scopic test performed on a synthetic hot-pressed sample with
a bimodal grain size distribution: large grains of about 400
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mm in diameter and small grains around 50 mm or smaller
(Figure 1a). The global uniaxial stress-axial strain curve
(Figure 4 [2]), obtained from the load cell and average gradi-
ent computations from DIC data, as explained at the end of
section 3.5, is typical of an elastoplastic behavior with mod-
erate strain hardening. A first analysis of the local response of
the material, based on a rather fine gage length (ΔL� 220 mm,
see line 1 in Table 1), which is made possible by the high def-
inition of the optical camera used to monitor the strain field
on macroscopic tests and the fine spray painting, reveals a
strongly heterogeneous strain distribution (Figure 4 [3]), with
some highly strained areas next to almost undeformed ones.
A finer observation shows in fact two scales of heterogeneity.
A very small one, with a typical size close to one millimeter is
related to the localization of the deformation into numerous
micro-bands, oriented more or less at 45� with respect to the
compression axis. Another much larger one is linked to the
size of the sample and to the imperfections related to the actual
boundary conditions of the uniaxial compression test. The lat-
ter heterogeneity is the only one that remains when the strain
gage length is extended to a size exceeding the finer-scale
heterogeneity. This is illustrated by strain maps obtained with
ΔL� 1800 mm (Figure 4 [4]), which show two less deformed
areas near the interfaces between the sample and the pistons.
These areas are affected by friction effects despite the use of
Teflon sheets. Conversely, the central part of the sample

deforms more. These features result in two conjugate macro-
scopic deformation bands spreading across the whole sample.
It is noteworthy that the strain heterogeneity is much less
pronounced at the macroscale than at the microscale as illus-
trated by the differences of their respective color maps. In ad-
dition, these patterns are present from the beginning of the test
and evolve mainly proportionally with the overall strain. In
some areas, the strain tends to increase faster, localizing the de-
formation, when one considers the microscale heterogeneity.
A closer observation shows that these areas are the locus of
microcracks almost parallel to the loading direction.
[36] This first example illustrates the existence of various

possible scales of analysis of a mechanical test. The most
macroscopic one addresses the strain heterogeneities
induced by the geometry of the sample and the actual bound-
ary conditions applied by the testing device. For a perfect
uniaxial compression test on a homogeneous sample, this
heterogeneity would not exist. In our case, because of
unavoidable friction effects at the contacts between sample
and platens, there is some heterogeneity, but its magnitude
remains small. When the strain gage length is reduced to a
size close to the grain size, a finer scale of heterogeneity is
evidenced. It is induced by the heterogenous response of
the material at a microscale where various deformation
and/or damage mechanisms coexist, compete, or interact.
Their average contribution determines the constitutive

Table 1. Main DIC and Strain Computation Parameters Used for Each Microstructure

Test Microstructure Scale Grain Size (mm) Pixel Size (mm) Pitch (pixels) Scheme Gage Length (mm)

1 Hot-pressed macro 30–80/250–500 7.4 15 2 222
2 Hot-pressed macro 30–80/250–500 7.4 120 2 1776
3 Hot-pressed meso/micro 30–80/250–500 0.1 15 2 3
4 Coarse grained meso 250–500 0.4 10 2 8
5 Coarse grained micro 250–500 0.02 40 2 1.6
6 Fine grained macro 30–80 0.3 30 2 18
7 Fine grained macro/meso 30–80 0.1 30 2 6

Figure 4. Optical 2D DIC results on a macroscopic sample of hot-pressed material. (1) Reference optical
image with speckle painting. (2) Uniaxial stress / axial strain curve. Maps of equivalent strains relative to
gage lengths (3)ΔL= 222 mm and (4) ΔL= 1776 mm, at the three stages of the test marked on (2).
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behavior of the material. In the context of a micromechanical
analysis of the latter, it is of highest interest to analyze this
scale of heterogeneity of the local strain field, because it is
the signature of the active physical mechanisms, their interac-
tions, and their relative contributions to the overall deforma-
tion. For a correct evaluation of the latter, it is essential to
extend the analysis over a domain sufficiently large to be rep-
resentative of the statistics of these contributions, i.e., an RVE.
[37] In this context, the following analyses will be devel-

oped over three typical length scales: the so-called “macro-
scopic” analyses refer to situations where the ROI will be
much larger than the RVE. If the strain gage length is
sufficiently small with respect to the latter, the microscale het-
erogeneity will be emphasized, as in the example above with
the smaller gage length; if not, only the macroscopic heteroge-
neity will be characterized. The “mesoscale” will refer to an
investigation over an ROI with a size close to the one of the
RVE and a gage length sufficiently small to reveal local strain
fluctuations. Statistical analysis of these fluctuations will then
be representative of the actual micromechanical behavior of

the material. Finally, a “microscale” analysis will refer to a
scale of investigation with a sufficiently high spatial resolution
for a detailed investigation of a particular deformation mecha-
nism, but spread over an area restricted to a few grains only
and no longer representative of the material. At this scale,
relative orientations (local texture) and grain morphology (size
and shape) play crucial roles and are the sources of local strain
heterogeneity. Local effects are linked to characteristic dimen-
sions of the microstructure and are thus defined in a relative
rather than an intrinsic way.
[38] The current state-of-the-art of imaging techniques

does not allow covering all three scales within a single snap-
shot. However, the use of several image magnifications and,
if necessary, several imaging techniques (OM and SEM in
the present case) on the same material deformed at the same
conditions allow such a multiscale investigation. This is
what is proposed in the following on the three different
microstructures: coarse-grained samples, fine-grained ones,
and bimodal grain size distribution. In the following, the
results are first commented from a qualitative point of view,

Figure 5. Strain distribution function for each material deduced from DIC measurements for various
gage lengths ΔL and evolution of standard deviation with ΔL.
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while a more quantitative investigation at mesoscale is
outlined in section 5. It should be emphasized that the actual
characteristic dimensions of these three scales of analysis
depend on the microstructure under consideration. It is thus
of high interest to quantify the size of an RVE, which is the
purpose of the following section.

4.2. Quantification of Representative Volume Element
Size From Strain Fields
[39] The representative volume element is a central con-

cept for the micromechanical analysis of materials. There
is an extensive literature addressing this question, and in
particular the size of an RVE in relation to the characteristic

Figure 6. 2D DIC results from in situ SEM test on coarse-grained material. (1) Microstructure (SEM image).
(2) Macroscopic stress/strain curve. (3) Equivalent strain maps at mesoscopic (left) and microscopic
(right) scales. Intracrystalline slip bands develop inhomogeneously within individual grains, and grain
boundary sliding is often observed.

Figure 7. Slip lines observed at the surface of the coarse-grained sample; SEM imaging in secondary
electron mode.
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size of the microstructure and the type of constitutive
behavior. See, e.g., Salmi et al. [2012] for a review of pro-
posed definitions. A common way to define the size of an
RVE consists in studying the evolutions of the statistical
fluctuations of some quantity defined by an averaging
procedure over domains of a given size as a function of this
size. We adopt such a procedure here. More specifically, we
investigate the statistical fluctuations of experimentally mea-
sured average strains over domains of a given size as a func-
tion of this size, or in other words, the fluctuations of the
local strains relative to some gage length ΔL as a function
of this length. Fluctuations are quantified by means of the
strain distribution function of the von Mises equivalent
strain, as well as by its standard deviation. These quantities
need to be analyzed over domains that are larger than the
RVE size, i.e., over “macroscale” domains, or at least large
“mesoscale” domains. Results are plotted in Figure 5: the
strain distributions as function of the local strain normalized
by the average strain over the investigated ROI are given for
four gage lengths, and the continuous evolutions of the stan-
dard deviation of the same quantity with respect to gage
length are plotted for the three microstructures. Note that

because of the very different characteristic sizes of the
microstructures, the considered ranges of gage lengths are
very different for the three materials. It is clearly observed
that, as expected, the fluctuations attenuate when the gage
length is enlarged, but they never vanish. A possible quanti-
fication of the RVE size consists in choosing the gage length
that leads to a standard deviation below 10% of the average
strain. With such a choice, it is found that the hot-pressed
material seems to be homogeneous for an RVE diameter
larger than 1500 mm, while this limit is close to 100 mm
for the fine-grained material, and to 2000 mm for the
coarse-grained one. These important results permit us to
define for each microstructure the pertinent scale for the
study of the micromechanisms of deformation. For instance,
we verify that the fine-grained samples may be studied at a
much finer scale than the other two. This finer scale can only
be addressed by SEM investigations. Note also that for the
hot-pressed material, the standard deviation of local strains
does no longer diminish when the gage length is enlarged
above 2.5mm. This can be explained by the existence of
the macroscopic heterogeneity shown in Figure 4 [4] and
commented in section 4.1. This macroscale heterogeneity

Figure 8. Intragranular plasticity observed at microscale in coarse-grained sample thanks to relative
motion of the markers

Figure 9. Grain boundary sliding inducing an opening of a cavity at a triple junction in a coarse-grained
sample (no markers).
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turned out to be much less pronounced in the other tests for
which the areas investigated at macroscale to produce these
results were much smaller.

4.3. Coarse-Grained Halite

[40] In this section, one analyzes the local strain fields in
the coarse-grained halite. One recalls that this material is
characterized by polygonal grains with sizes varying be-
tween 250 and 500 mm (Figure 1b) and very low porosity
(less than 1%). Two scales of observation have been consid-
ered for strain mapping (see Figure 6 and Table 1), covering
respectively (almost) the mesoscale of an RVE and a partic-
ular microscale field focused on a triple junction, with
respective gage lengths of 8 and 1.6 mm. Intracrystalline
plasticity is attested both by the observation of slip lines at
the surface (Figure 7) and the computation of an intragranu-
lar equivalent strain showing discrete bands of deformation
within the grains. When the slip direction is parallel to the
observation surface, no slip lines are observed in the SEM
images, but gliding can be quantified anyway thanks to the
displacement of markers and DIC, as illustrated in Figure 8.
This mechanism is complemented by grain boundary sliding
at some grain boundaries, as illustrated in Figure 9 and by
localization near some grain interfaces (Figure 6). In this
material both mechanisms do coexist within an RVE as
evidenced by the mesoscale maps.
[41] In the considered microscale zoom around a triple

junction, plastic slip (CSP) seems to dominate, but some

GBS is also observed. Indeed, such very local observations
permit to precisely detail the activity of each mechanism
and to retrieve the history of their interplay. Referring to
grain numbers as noted in Figure 6, we can see at first the
activation of plastic deformation (CSP) in grain 1. However,
almost at the same time, some deformation is concentrated at
the interface between grains 1 and 3; it can be shown to be
GBS, probably induced by the crystallographic incompati-
bility in terms of intragranular crystal plasticity between
these grains. At this early stage of deformation, grain 3 behaves
in an almost rigid manner. With increasing loads and macro-
scopic axial deformations, we can observe activation of crys-
tal plasticity in grain 2, while the bands of deformations in
grain 1 become more intense and closely spaced.With further
loading, grain 3 finally exhibits intragranular plasticity
denoted by bands that have almost the same orientation as
the bands of deformation in neighboring grain 2.

4.4. Fine-Grained Material

[42] The fine-grained material needs to be observed at a
much finer scale because of its grain size,which is in the in-
terval between 30 and 80 mm. Again, two scales are consid-
ered (see Figure 10 and Table 1), with corresponding gage
lengths of 18 and 6 mm, respectively. But now, the larger
view should be considered as a high definition “macroscale”
field, while the smaller one is a “large mesoscale” view
(scale in excess of the previously defined mesoscale). Note
that the DIC data of the larger scale have been used to

Figure 10. 2D DIC results, equivalent strain from in situ SEM test on fine-grained material at a micro-
scopic scale. (1) Microstructure, (2) macroscopic stress/strain curve, and (3) strains map: Localization
along grain boundaries indicates important contribution of GBS to the global deformation.
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construct the plots on the right side of Figure 5. The hetero-
geneity at macroscale appears in the form of deformation
bands qualitatively similar to those observed at macroscale
in the hot-pressed bimodal material (see section 4.1), but
with much smaller characteristic sizes. No significant purely
macroscopic heterogeneity is observed however, which
explains the continuous decrease of the standard deviation
of local strain with gage length as shown in Figure 5.
[43] This macroscale view does however not allow a clear

identification of the mechanisms that are active at the micro-
scale and contribute to the observed strong heterogeneity. This
information is provided by the mesoscale data, in which both
microstructure and strain field are spatially better resolved.
At this scale, it becomes clear that this material presents the
same micromechanisms of deformation as the coarse-grained
one: both intracrystalline plasticity and grain boundary sliding.
However, some differences can be noticed: bands of deforma-
tion appear to be more localized on the grain boundaries and
strain seems to be less intense inside grains, which indicates
that GBS is likely be more predominant in this material. It is
noteworthy that this material was not marked by gold spheres
because, owing to the fine-grained microstructure, there was
enough local contrast. Therefore, the local information is less
precise than for the coarse-grained material and individual slip
bands are less visible. The largest grains however clearly show
a few slip bands evidencing a CSP contribution.

4.5. Bimodal Grain Size Distribution (Hot-Pressed)

[44] The two previously studied microstructures had a
common property: a unimodal grain size distribution. The
hot-pressed material presented in this section is made of
both coarse and fine grains. The macroscale strain heteroge-
neity has already been characterized in this material in
section 4.1. Let us now focus on a “small mesoscale”, with
a pixel size of about 0.2 mm, a correlation window of 15 �
15 pixels, yielding a gage length of about 3 mm. The
observed area covers a group of small grains surrounded
by four large ones, and will be used to investigate how the
total strain is partitioned between each class of grain sizes.
Results of DIC (Figure 11) show predominant intracrystal-
line plasticity within the large grains and well-marked grain
sliding at grain boundaries in the fine-grained domain.
Inside the fine grains, we observe only very few bands of de-
formation (about one or two). The importance of the grain
size distribution on the activation of the different mechan-
isms is thus well illustrated with this mixed mode material.

5. Discussion

5.1. Microstructure and Deformation Mechanisms

[45] We recall that the term microstructure essentially
refers here to grain size distribution and crystalline

Figure 11. 2D DIC results from in situ SEM test on hot pressed material. (1) Microstructure, (2) macro-
scopic stress/strain curve, and (3) strain maps given in equivalent strain.
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orientation. Our results from SEM observations and applica-
tion of the DIC method have shown the occurrence of two
main mechanisms of deformation: intracrystalline plasticity
and grain boundary sliding (GBS) with a respective impor-
tance closely linked to the microstructure. Indeed, for the
coarse-grained material, we observe directly many surface
slip lines and through DIC computations, a lot of intracrys-
talline bands of deformation, which attests of dominant crys-
tal plasticity in many grains, but we also notice many grains
that appear much less deformed. Those grains may be
termed incompatible: their crystallographic orientation and
the local state of stress do not permit an easy activation of
slip systems. In these instances, a relative displacement
along grain boundaries is activated as a local accommoda-
tion mechanism. The fine-grained material presents the same
mechanisms but with a much more pronounced localization
of the deformation near the grain boundaries. The latter
include both localization inside the grains and at the interfaces
themselves. We suggest that for this microstructure, GBS
plays a more important role owing to the larger proportion of
interfaces inherent to a fine-grained structure. The detailed
analysis, at fine microscale, of the details of this GBS deforma-
tion mode has however not yet been done, because it would
require an investigation of local strain fields relative to submi-
crometric gage lengths, for which our experimental procedure
is not yet well suited, essentially because of the lack of an
appropriate marking of nanometric size. Work is under prog-
ress along this line. The few bands of deformation observed
in small grains, when compared to a much larger amount of
bands in coarse grains may clearly be linked to a grain size
effect on CSP. In a general sense, slip bands self-organize with
a regular interspacing, which suggests an internal length scale
for the distribution of dislocations with alternating strain-free
(defect-free) bands and bands of strong localization denoting
the activity of a slip plane. Conversely, very few localized
bands appear inside fine grains, which suggests a strong inter-
action between self organizing slip bands and grain bound-
aries. This observation agrees with the Hall-Petch effect [Hall,
1951; Petch, 1953], which corresponds to limitation of CSP
with decreasing grain size (yield stress proportional to d� 1/2,
where d is the grain size) due to the simultaneous decrease
of the mean free gliding distance with the presence of numer-
ous interfaces. In this case the strain tends to localize near the
interfaces either by GBS or CSP involving only a fraction of
the grain and possibly several slip systems (multiple glide),
in contrast with the interior of larger grains, where only one
or two slip systems seem to be simultaneously active. These
observations highlight the fact that interfaces strongly influ-
ence the local stress states. To further understand the interplay
between CSP, GBS, and microstructures, the next step is to
quantify the respective contributions of each mechanism. This
procedure cannot be reduced to a purely mathematical devel-
opment since in its application, it edges on the multiscale
nature of what may be defined as strain for heterogeneous
materials. An illustration of this important question is presented
in the next subsection.

5.2. Multiscale Structure of Deformation
and Gage Length

[46] The multiscale nature of strain in heterogeneous material
as will be demonstrated in the following, renders impossible the

direct application of the classical concept of deformation gradi-
ent of continuum mechanics, as defined by equations (3) and
(5), as already suggested in section 3.5. Let us for instance
consider the estimated strain fields for the hot-pressed material,
at various gage lengths :ΔL� 2mm (Figure 4 [4]),ΔL� 0.2mm
(Figure 4 [3]), andΔL� 3 mm (Figure 11). These are different
views of the same deformed material, with very different
aspects. With a large gage length (Figure 4 [4]) one does
not see the local strain heterogeneities (4 Figure 4[3]); one
only sees the heterogeneity related to the macroscopic loading
conditions, two large conjugate deformation bands. A much
closer view near a slip line like in Figure 8 would show a
very discontinuous strain map, with discrete narrow slip
bands similar to those on the right side of Figure 6 [3]. Let
one consider now the strain at a material point X, located
between two slip bands, within a grain of the microstructure
studied on Figure 4. For a large gage length ΔL, its value is
given by the strain map in Figure 4 [4]. With decreasing
gage lengths, the strain would evolve and successively take
the values plotted in the other figures mentioned above
Figures 4 [3] and 11 [3]. At the end, for a very small gage
length, smaller than the distance between two slip bands,
the strain would almost vanish, because the material in the
vicinity of X deforms only elastically. Conversely, if one
now considers another material point located exactly on
one of the adjacent slip bands, a few micrometers away from
the previous point, the strain at large gage length would
remain the same, but at very small gage length it would tend
to infinity, because of the discontinuity of displacement
across the slip line, as illustrated in Figure 8. This demon-
strates the critical importance of the precise definition of
gage lengths when local strains are to be experimentally
characterized, and of course also when experimental strain
fields are compared to each other or to results of numerical
models.

5.3. Relative Contributions of Crystal Plasticity
and Grain Boundary Sliding

[47] Crystal plasticity and GBS both contribute to the global
plastic deformation and act almost concomitantly albeit in
different parts of a sample and with a strong dependence on
the microstructure, as shown qualitatively in section 4. The
objective of this section is to outline a method to quantify their
respective importance and present preliminary results.
5.3.1. Principle of the Quantification
[48] The principle of this quantification can be found in

Rupin [2006] for the simpler case of a two-phase stainless
steel. We adapt it here to a crystalline material, with poten-
tial GBS. Let us consider (see Figure 12) a domain Ω made
of parts of two adjacent grains separated by an interface I,
Ω=Ω+

∪Ω
�, specifying the domains occupied by each

grain. If there is no interface sliding, the average deformation
gradient over the domain Ω is

< F>Ω ¼ Ω
þj j
Ωj j < F>Ω

þ þ Ω
�j j
Ωj j < F>Ω

� ; (15)

where |Ω| is the measure of domain Ω. The resulting average
deformation gradient is thus a weighed sum of the average
deformation gradient in each grain. If there is GBS at the
interface I, there is an additional contribution ΔF, which may
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be expressed as a function of the displacement discontinuity
across the interface.

ΔF ¼
Z

I

u½ �½ ��nds; (16)

where [[u]] = u+� u� is the displacement jump across the
interface I of normal n oriented from the “–” towards the
“+” side. Equation (15) becomes

< F>Ω ¼ Ω
þj j
Ωj j < F>Ω

þ þ Ω
�j j
Ωj j < F>Ω

� þ ΔF: (17)

[49] This concept is easily generalized by considering that
each grain g, occupying domain Ω

g, constitutes a phase
(Figure 12), and by calculating the average deformation gra-
dients within each grain, without considering the interfaces,
for each grain in the ROI Ω, at each step of the deformation.
Note that for grains at the boundary of the ROI, only the part
of the grain inside the ROI is considered. The global defor-
mation gradient is also computed, and the contribution of
the interfaces is obtained as the difference between the
overall gradient and the weighted average of the average
deformation gradients within all grains in the ROI

ΔF ¼< F>Ω �
X

all grains g

Ω
gj j

Ωj j < F>g: (18)

5.3.2. Implementation and Results
[50] The practical implementation is based on the calcula-

tion of the averages <F> Ω and <F> g with the method
described at the end of section 3.5: contours defined by
DIC measurement points encompassing the whole ROI, or
only a particular grain g and based on measurement points
strictly inside the considered grain, as illustrated by the
dashed black line in Figure 12, are considered. See also
Allais et al. [1994] for similar considerations. Such a quanti-
tative evaluation needs to be performed over a statistically
representative domain. The RVE that is defined here is not
the same as an RVE representative of global mechanical
properties. One needs only enough grains and interfaces to

observe a sampling statistically representative of the activity
of both mechanisms (CSP and GBS). To this end, the meso-
scale domains described in section 4 have been considered.
The geometry of the grains may be determined directly from
the SEM micrographs or from electron back scatter diffrac-
tion measurements not detailed here.
[51] This quantification has been performed for the

various tested microstructures. It clearly confirms that the
interfaces carry a large proportion of the total deformation
(more than 50%) for the fine-grained material. For the
large-grained one, intragranular CSP is the dominant mechanism
and contributes to more than 80% of the total strain.
[52] These quantitative data should however be taken with

care at this stage. In the principle of quantification, the inter-
face is idealized as a surface of discontinuity. However, in
the actual measurements, owing to their discrete nature,
there is a domain near the grain boundaries (the area
between the black dashed lines in Figure 12), of very small
but nonzero measure, which is not associated to any grain
and where some complex CSP may take place as well as
GBS. The part of the deformation attributed to GBS encom-
passes this contribution of CSP, and is thus likely to be
slightly overestimated by the present approach. In addition,
DIC measurements at the positions used to compute the con-
tour integrals in the grains are based on correlation windows,
which may spread over the neighboring grains, so that
displacement evaluation might be inaccurate. It is difficult
to evaluate precisely the errors associated to these limita-
tions. Work is currently under progress to modify the DIC
formulation to address this question.

6. Conclusion

[53] We have shown that crystal slip plasticity is the major
strain accommodation mechanism. However, we have also
observed that crystal plasticity incompatibilities due to the
relative orientations of neighboring grains and the local
stress state induce local interfacial microcracking and GBS,
which in turn results in progressive accumulation of damage,
leading ultimately to macroscopic shear fracturing.

Figure 12. Identification of the different phase in the polycrystal and computation of average contribution
of GBS to overall gradient with CMV.
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Although crystal slip is for some microstructures the main
deformation mechanism, GBS is always present in the
observed crystals, and in some cases, such as fine grained
materials, GBS may even be a dominant deformation mode.
It appears that at room temperature and in the strain rate
range that has taken place (say about _e � 10�4s�1, although,
owing to local heterogeneity it may widely differ), crystal
plasticity and GBS are cooperational mechanisms, and
hence, that the macroscopic viscoplastic flow and the local
interfacial damage are intimately linked. As a consequence,
modeling long-term flow behavior of salt should account
for these physical phenomena, but also very likely include
some interfacial healing mechanism.
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